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a fictional culture. I imagined this culture as one which had developed 
technology in spite of having remained rural. This im probability accounts for 
the r itu a lis tic  and at times monodic nature of the s ing ing/ coupled to a 
computer part which seeks not to harmonize or orchestrate the songs nut 
rather to extend the phrasing arid timbre of the voice beyond it natural 
acoustic means

Our culture has used each new technological development to further its  
original musical concerns, harmony, large scale form and timbre. My 
imaginary culture too, used technology to develop its  rural and ethnic 
singing tradition. Based on this idea, I developed an imaginary singing style 
w ith  its  own melisma, its  own ornamental identity, the’ identity of a 
chanting ‘tradition* that I invented. In this tradition, the tune of each 
chant is less important than its  ornaments, which can have a much stronger 
musical profile. Such a tune is d iff ic u lt to remember. We may recall the 
'style' of the phrasing but not the phrase itse lf. The computer is also part of 
this imaginary style. The vocal sounds i t  manipulates and the new timbres i t  
creates are articulated and 'performed' in a way which is consistent w ith  
the chanting style of the singer. When the computer takes the vocal sound 
and transforms them into new timbres, it  does so following the ‘sty list ic  
constrains' of this imaginary culture

I based the invented singing style on the traditions of d ifferent Eastern 
musics and in particular on one Mongolian folk tune which I specially like 
for its  beautiful use of melisma and glotta l vibrato

Chant D'AWears was commissioned by French Goverment. fo r Group de 
Recherche Musicales and w ill be premiered by Frances Lynch at the Grano 
Auditorium of Radio France in Paris, the 10th of February of 1992 The 
computer part was produced at GR.M using a Syter Computer to process 
original vocal sounds.
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" TUMBLERS "
for violin, marimba and computer 

Alejandro Viriao
(1 9 8 9 / 9 0 )

When I started to work on this composition all I had as 'raw 
material' was the brief and simple rhythmic phrase which opens 
the piece. The phrase had been 'playing' in my head for some time 
but I had no conscious compositional strategy planned for it. As I 
write this programme notes I realize that in Tumblers I treated 
and developed my raw material through rhythmic processes that 
are more characteristic of the African, Latinamerican or Oriental 
traditions than of the serious music of Europe.
The initial rhythmic phrase is present throughout the piece in 
different forms, edited, repeated, shifted and multiplied like a 
cell of a growing structure. It is in this process that the apparent 
pulse and beat of the music becomes ambiguous, each new 
repetition of the rhythm brings uncertainty, rather than the relief 
of the known.

Tumbler: one who tumbles, an acrobat, says the dictionary. The 
players too, like tumblers, unfold the shifting rhythms in the 
vertigo of a pulse which changes with every step.
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